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1INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study was to develop and evaluate a remedial
1 .
spelling program in the third grade.. Hichol's study shows that many
difficulties in spelling are because of poor auditory discrimination,
poor visual discrimination, or lack of knowledge of word meaning.. The
exercises for remedial instruction were in relation to -
1. Auditory discrimination
2. Visual discrimination
5* Word meaning
A series of lessons for improving auditory and visual discrimination
and to increase knowledge of word meaning in spelling on a third grade
1 .
level was developed. A Test for the Diagnosis of Spelling Difficulties
by Nichols was used for diagnosis of class difficulties. Then the children
were grouped according to needs and abilities. Those pupils who had little
difficulty followed the regular third grade spelling program but did not
receive remedial instruction.
1/ Nichols, Augusta M. , The Construction and Use of a Group Test for the
Analysis of Spelling Difficulties. Unpublished
Doctor's Dissertation, Boston University, 19^7*

2CHAPTER I
SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH
Spelling 1 b not an ability to be learned in general but a specific,
automatic skill in which children require varying degrees of training
to fully develop a socii.lly acceptable knowledge of the subject.
Gates 1/ claims that left to his own inclinations the child will
not always learn the things that are best for him and is almost certain
not to acquire the best method of learning. This is true of spelling
as it is notoriously trtie of typewriting and swimming.
By the time the child has reached grade three he has acquired some
ability to read and has some familiarity with sounds. According to
Durrell 2/ the fundamental psychological skills underlying reading and
spelling are similar. In general, reading ability correlates closely
with spelling ability, since skill in word perception is essential if
a child is to recall words vividily enough to write them. Poor reading
is almost always accompanied by poor spelling. It has been shown by
Gates 1/ that difficulties in spelling are associated with those in
reading although they are not always identical.
\) Gates. Arthur I.. The Psychology of Reading and Spelling. Contrib-
utions to Education, No. 129, New York* Colum-
bia University, Bureau of Publications, 1922.
2j Durrell, Donald D., Improve iont of Basic Reading Abilities. Yonkers-
on-the-Hudsoni World Book Co., 19^0.
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Thor© la evidence 2Z to show that ranch of the learning and relearning
or prevention of forgetting of spoiling 00000 no a by-product of reeding*
Some individuals, including aany of the better spellers* obtain during
ordinary reading* inpreaoions which leave after offocte adequate to aid in
spelling* ft osthod of teaching spelling in which ability to perceive
words during reading In a way benefloal to later spelling would be higlily
advantageous*
Horn A/ states that the enphasio in presenting the words should
be upon visual imagery* Investigations reveal tiiat visual presentation is
an essential part of the raethods that give superior results* Poor spellers
are relatively deficient in visual imagery*
Junklns 2/ developed visual disorixaination in beginning reading
and discovered that visual discrimination exercieeo improved the rate of
learning new words* The aajor outoorjea of an inveotigatlon by Hartcaan §/
proved that spelling is largely dependent upon one opeoial form of visual
2/ ' ThorndiI:o3 E* L* , ^The Need of "pundaowstal Analysis of J ethodo of Teach-
i»s** vo1* 5°.
Fo^es 109 -191, T!ov. 1929
W Horn, irnest* j^Lr-cinloc _of Jje&ioda in Teach.. .n:* lSth Yearbook of the
national Society for the Jtudy of education* Bloomington
labile School Publishing Company* 1919
M Junldne, Kathryn H.. -.he -QMtrupUon and -valuation, of .:xorcluoo for
cadi nr.* Unpublished Master’s Theeit* ^00ton
University* 19^0.
&/ Hartman, George •*'«* "Relative Influence of Visual and Auditory Pastors
in Spelling Ability** Journal, of 4ugatio.nal
Psychology* Vol* 22 1 pages 691-699, Deo* 195U

4/
reaction* Because of this close relationship of reading and spelling many
children will benefit two-fold from visual perception and auditory
diecrimination exercises*
The eye is far more important than the ear Almack states, Jj os the
auditory sense is helpful in the spelling of phonetic words but the
English language is composed of a large number of non-phonetic words which
need visual presentation* First acquaintance may be through audio-viso-
hand-motor memory*
Oates 8/ found that the most common cause of misspelling to be in
inadequacy of acquaintance with the visual form* Burrell, Sullivan,
Murphyj and Junlcins in their study s/ discoverer t’’at auditory and visual
discrimination exercises improved the rate of learning in reading.
•1
Murphy asks 10/ Would these exercises help children having difficulty
o
in spelling?” Miller built her study 11/ in answer to this question and
Alnack, John C., and Staffelbach, E*H*, ^Spelling Diagnosis and
Remedial Teaching. ’ Elementary School Journal* Vol.^4,
page. J4X-550.
Jan<^
/
2/ Oates* Arthur I*. The Psychology of Reading and Soellin.0:. Contribution
to Education, No* 129, New York* Columbia
University, Bureau of Publications, 1922*
2? Durrell, Donald D*, and Sullivan, Helen, Building Word ?ov;er. Yonkers-
orv-the-Hudeon s World Book 0o*, 1941*
107 Efarphy. Helen A*. An Evaluation of Exercises for Developing; Auditory
Discrimination in Beginning Pleading* Unpublished
Master’s Thesis, Boston University, 1940*
1ST Iflli'er* Mary M*. Exercises in Auditory and Visual Training as a
Means of Increasing Spelling Facility in Grade 5 *
Service Paper, Boston University, 1945*

5found that exorcises in auditory and visual training did improve the spell-
ing ability of pupils in grade three. Also Carter's researeh 12/ proved
that visual perception and auditory discrimination are important factors
in spelling and in making diagnostic and remedial spelling plans auditory
and visual factors must be considered together, as a child giving evidence
of inadequate performance in visual perception usually lacks auditory
discrimination. Acomb 13/ in his study found that visual and auditory
factors are significantly related to spelling ability.
The common methods of teaohing spelling previously studied have
been variations of the study-test and test-study methods and also the
flash card method. Zyve from her investigation of the methods concluded
that teacher direoted study was more effective than individual study. 14/
In studies comparing flash cards with other methods of studying spelling
Gilbert 13/ found that the flash card method was superior. In McCarthy's
16/ study of a comporision of the flash card method with the study-test
w~ Carter, Bemardetta R., Construction of Tests of Visual Perception
and Auditory Discrimination. Unpublished
Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1941.
w~ Acomb, Allan, A Study of Psychological Factors in Reading and
Spelling. Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston
University, 1936.
W Zyve, Claire I.. An Experimental Study of Spelling Methods.
Contributions to Education, No.wxS, New fork;
Columbia University, Bureau of Publications, 1931 •
W
w
Gilbert, L. c"., ^Investigation of the Flash Card Method of Teaching
Spelling." jlementary School Journal
.
Vol. 32, pages
.337-51. Jan.,-1932.
McCarthy, Mary G., Comporisions of Flash Card Method of Teaching
Spelling with the Study Test Method. Unpublished
Master * s Thesis Boston University, 1942.

6neihod there was a difference of 7*75 in favor of the use of flash cards
and a critical ratio of 5*25# On the contrary llundy 1Jj discovered the
NewIon-Hanna study-teat taefchod to be superior*
Remedial work in spelling is needed in the primary grades to prevent
further errors end confusion© in leering* "Spelling diagnoeis ia needed
when teaching has not succeeded* It may be that the words were too
difficult# the method inadequate or the child ie deficient in some respect*
w
DurroU 1 © 12/ diagnoois of spelling errors includes the following*
1* Lack of knowledge of word to be spelled*
2* Lack of ability to spell by "oar'**
5* Lack of ability to transfer from spelling lesson to
the written composition*
4* Lack of ability to vlaualise word elements*
In hie plan for remedial study in spelling at the college level
duller 20/ used the following taathod -
1* Scientific analysis of worde baaed on both social
li/
1
Wndy. nitaO* eorauarlslon of" Flash Card I Method of Teaching Spell-
i,qr_ ult ,t o : oy; Ion-.:
,
arern.J lothnd- in .Ore.deg Fo.ir r.nd
Pivo * "Unpublished iietor’a Thesis, Boston University,
W Airaac* > John. C#, and Staff©!bach, E#H*, "Spelling liagnoais and
Remedial Leaching* * niecentarpr , chool Journal.
Vol* 54# pages 541-50# Jan* 1954
HZ Surreii; 1 onald 5* , $hg, .of. LaslP :
.
.
bVilio *
YonkerB-on-the-Hudeom World look Co*, 19^0*
>
20/ Gtiler, Walter s*# auedial pellirr: Test and Study 'ook* The Hill-
Brown Printing Go*, Hamilton, Ohio, 1945*
.'
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value an’ difficulty.
2* Diagnostic tooting program*
5* Record difficult words and types of errors*
4* Group for teaching and learning*
Otto 21/ gave special remedial instruction to improve spelling
ability in individual pupils# They progressed at their own rate developing
the abilities which they lacked* More than 8 > of the pupils were able to
make measurable gains in spelling ability from September to June* This
is more than the gain made by any pu il who had not received remedial
instruction therefore the gain mat be due to remedial instruction*
Gates 22/ guides in developing a remedial spelling program include -
1. Provide pupils with adequate technique and methods
of word study*
2* Encourage independent word study and analysis of
words, such as underlining hard parts, pointing out
familiar words in longer words, and syllabication*
5* All pupils may not need all of these techniques -
seeing word, reinstating the visual form with eyes
&/ Otto, Henry J*, ^Remedial Instruction in i polling r*« Glomentarv
Pchool Journal* Vol* 28, pages 74>-^*7, June 1928*
M/ Oates, Arthur "l* and Russel, D. H*, Jia,;nostl,c and ,:^;odlol , pcUinr.
Manual* Contributions to Education, o* o92. How
Tor!;| Columbia University, Bureau of .Ubilcations,
19*0.
••
t
.
.
closed, hearing; word, pronmtncing it, spelling it
.
orally* and writing it.
4. Group drills and contests are less effective than
independent activities because spelling difficulties
are often highly specific.
5* Repetitions - to be funs'* learned, many words mat \
re- appear in several different situations.
6. }fotivation to effect desire to spell correctly,
7* Provide good visual techniques - important in a
language as un-phonetic as English.
6. Provide practice on specific words misspelled in
free writing*
9* Intrinsic, fundamental practice materials rather
than artifical devices.
In teaching, individual differences raust be acknowledged. Theee
differences are to be found as widespread in spelling ability and achieve-
ment as in reading and arithmetic accomplishment, "Individual differences
in types of learning demand a varying emphasis upon the learning exercise,
*
says Tidyman. 2J5
/
Osually, claims Durrell 24/ spelling should be a small group activity
2^7 Tidyman. Willard. Teaching of Ccelling ,World Book Co., 1922.
rr ,,7 « . » •» —
—
«
24/ Durrell, Donald D., The Improvement of Basic ending Abilities.
Yorkers-on-the-HudsonJ World Book bo., 1940.
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9since seldom do aore than five pupils have siiailar spelling rates*
The question has often been raised whether it is more efficient
to teach individuals simultaneously or to teach individuals* recording
to Keener 25/ the group method doubtlaoc represent© the comon practice
while the growing tendency io toward tho independent plan in w!iich individual
instruction is given# This plan has been slightly superior to group
instruction# "Govxnon needs should be cared for by teaching in groups but
tho greatoot economy oorate from teaching in terras of individual needs and
through independent activity'*
,
says Almaok# ZoJ
Using these atudieo as basis for the assumption that visual
discrimination and auditory perception and individual training are necessary
in teaching a child to spell, the following pages contain exorcises to be
used os a renodial spelling program in grade thee©.
nosnor, b. k., aw>yA8AaRjafcjasuMLWTV^
IHr. SpoIUbf. wttfr .-twfly.^ept JfcKad.
Master’s Thosie, loeton University,
Z$J Alnaok. Joirn Q* » and Ctaffelbmoh. S* F*, Spelling iagnools and
loraodial ottchlng! Vol.,?4,
pages 3^1-50, Jan* 1954.
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CHAPTER II
PLAN OP THE STUDY
PROCEDURE
In order to develop material for trie study a third grade of thirty”
one pupils was given the Nichols Diagnostic Spelling T©3t, Form A. 1/
The words used in the third grade spelling books of Ayer, %/ Horn-Ashbaugh,
2/ and Newlon-Hanna 4/ were listed alphabetically. Using the results of
the test and the list of words selected from the books ninety words were
n
arbitrary chosen to comprise the spelling list for this study. The words
selected for the study occurred either in Ilichols Achievement Teat, Form A
or in two or more of the third grade spelling books studied. Twelve words -
ate, babir-s, blue, coming, could, running, said, sale, there, to, were,
what, where - were included because they had been failed by many members
of the class in original stories or in ’written comprehension based on
reading. All the words were checked and found to be in the International
Kindergarten Union Vocabulary List, The list follows -
IT Nichols, Augusta, £ Test for the ’Diagnosis of Spelling Difficulties,
Unpublished I aster's Thesis, Boston ftaiversity,
1947 .
2/ Ayer, Fred C., and Oberholtzer, E." H,, and Woody, Clifford, . ;oder/.-
Life Speller, 3k* III, Yonkers-on-the-Hudson; world
Book Co., 1941,
5/ Horn, Ernest,* and Ashbaugh, Ernest J,, Progress in Spelling. 3k, III,
J. B. Lippinoott Company, 19^1."
4/ Newlon, Jesse H,, and Hanna, Paul R*, The fewlon-Hanna Speller, 3k. III.
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1928,
*
2/ Child Study boramitte'e of International Kindergarten Union, ^A tudy of
the Vocabulary of Children before entering-the first
Gradei' 1928.
..
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WORD LIST
Ayer Hom- llewlon- Mchols I.K.
Ashbaugh Hanna
always X X X X
answer X X X X
ate X X
aunt X X X X
babies X X
back X X X
bare X X
bear X X X
blew X X
blue X X
bought X X X
brake X X
break X X X
build X X X X
catch X X X X
cent X X X X
coining X X
could X X
dancing X X
eight X X X V IX
face X X X
families X X
flower X X

12
Ayer Horn- Newlon- Nichols I.K.U.
Ashbaugh Hanna
friend X X X X
friendly X X
going X X X
having X X X
hear X X
heard X X
here X X
hour X X
hungry X X
knew X X X
knock X X X
late X X X X X
learn X X X X
living X X X
making X X X
means X X X
move X X X X
moving X X X
new
*
X X
night X X X X
note X X
number X X X X
our X X
own X X X

15
Ayer Hom-
Ashbaugh
Mewlon-
Hanna
Michfela I.K.U.
pair X X X X
passing X X
peace X X
pencil X X X
piece X X X
pleased X X
quarter X X
quick X X X
right X X X X
running X X
said X X
sail X X
sale X X
saving X
sea X X X
second X X X X
see X X X
sent X X
snow X X X X
son X X
stopped X X X
straight X X
than X X X
there X X
f.
••
1
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Ayer Hcra-
Ashbaugh
NewIon-
Kanna
Nichols I.]
their X X X
they X X X
those X X X X X
to X
too X X
trying X X X
two X X
watch X X X X
wear T X X
were X X
what X X
where X X X X X
which X X
who X X X
would X X X
wrapped X X X
write X X X
yellow X X X X
A teaching period of nine weeks was decided upon. Two words a day
were taught according to the flash card method. Then each word was dictated
in a sentence. Words necessary in building the sentences were taken from
words commonly used by the pupils in orignal stories and in written
comprehension based on reading. Care was taken not to introduce "difficult"
'
15
words or those above third grade level. Following the teaching period
remedial exercises were given to those pupils who needed special instruc-
tion in visual discrimination, auditory discrimination and word leaning.
On the fifth day of the week, following ths ten minute teaching period,
the ten words of the week were dictated, Every fifth week was spent in
review. The worda taught are organised into teaching units, including
the sentences for dictation. The week and day of presentation are also
indicated. Specific lessons for each unit are to be found in the appendix#
FIRST ;/EE 7i
Irst Day- Second hay
answer
number
What is the answer ?
Ten is a number.
cent
sent
I had one cent.
Mother sent me t •> the store.
i
f
Third ay
' ••
' i — i ii i«
seoond
right.
He i3 in the second grade.
The answer is right
.
Fifth Day
fourth Dav
eight
ate
Mary ate an apple.
I saw eight boys playing.
quarter
saving
Dad gave me a quarter.
John is saving dimes.
SECOND WEEK
First Day
aunt
babies
Do you have an aunt?
The babies are crying.
Second Day
friend
friendly
Dick is a friendly boy.
It is fun to play with a friend.
.4
.
.
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Third Day Fourth Day
living
new
families
know
Aunt Jane is living with ue.
Bob has a new hat.
Fifth Dav
son
bear
Hovr rjmy families live there?
He knew the answer.
Ho has a son,
Tho bear re. into the woods.
THIRD WEEK
First Day Second Day
pencil
write
learn
paseing
Put the pencil on your desk.
Write with your pen.
V/e come to school to learn.
The boys are passing the paper.
Third Day Fourth Dav
here
hear
catch
qiiick
Put the book here.
I can hear the bell.
Fifth Dav
break
piece
Try to catoh the ball.
Don ie quick on his feet.
Do not break the plate.
He ate a piece of cake.
FOURTH WEEK
Review
First Day
Fifteen words dictated, selected from the thirty
_> . .-ITO
.1
- «
•i .-Vi'
.
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•
.
•
I
i
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words taught during the past throe week period* Word pronounced, given in
& sentence^ then pronounced again before children wrote word*
saving Jane is saving her pennies. saving
right Put the pencil in your right hand. right
ate He ate the apple. ate
quarter A fluartor is worth twenty-five cents. quarter
sent Aunt Mary gent me a letter. sent
number What is the number of your house? number
aunt X visited my aunt. aunt
friend Bobby is my friend. friond
living We are living, in the country. living
new Mother has a new hat. new
bear We saw a bear at t e zoo. bear
piece May I have a niece of ca e? piece
quiok Run to the store. Be quick. quick
here Put your coat here. here
write Write a letter to me. write
Second Day
Study period* Children studied words failed.
1* Pupils found word on blackboard.
2. Closed eyes, spelled word to self,
5* Bpened eyes and looked at word on board to see if
it had been 3pelled correctly.
4. Wrote word on paper without looking at board.
5. Repeated above until word was written correctly three
times.
6. Checked written word each time to be sure it was
written correctly.
7* Teacher heard pupils spell words studied.
Third Day
Fifteen reraining words were dictated.
son That boy is my son. son
knew He knew the answer. knew
families Two families were having a picnic. families
babies The babies were asleep. babies
answer Please answer my letter. answer
cent Jack lost one cent* cent

18
second Betty is the second person in line. second
eight There are eight pieces of paper. eight
learn Ydu should learn to tell time* learn
passing WeMwill soon be passing by the fire station, passing
hear Did you hear a noise? hear
catch Catch this ball with one hand. catch
break Do not breed- your glasses. break
Fourth Day
Study period. Children studied words failed.
Words studied as on second day.
Fifth hav
L4st of fifteen words selected from words commonly
misspelled in previous lessons dictated to group.
FIFTH WEEK
First Day Second Day
wrapped
going
Mother wrapped the gift.
The girl is ^oing home.
Third Dav
running
sail
knock
brake
Do not knock, on the door.
The brake stops the car.
Fourth Day
dancing
stopped
Six boys were running a race. The children were dancing.
The boat has one big white sail. The bus stopped
.
Fifth Day
peace
straight
We want peace.
Can you make a strai;; t line?
..
.
*
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SIXTH KEEK
First ray
their
there
Their hands are dean*
Sit over there*
Third ~-ay
said
could
He said that he was going.
Ben could run fast*
Fifth Dav
see
blew
Did you see it?
The wind blew the paper.
SEVEIITH WEEK
First Daj ~
move
moving
Did you move the table?
The moving truck stopped#
Third Day
trying
watch
The baby is trying to walk*
Her mother will watch her.
Fifth Day
hungry
snow
Second Day
pleased
they
Mother was pleased .
’-'here are they?
Fourth Day
heard
what
I heard a knock*
What is it?
Second Day
means
would
Do you know what the teacher
means ?
Dick would like to go to
the ball gene*
Fourth Day
who
own
ho went to the store?
Do you own this pencil?
Playing makes children hungry
.
Boys like to make snow balls.

DIGHTH '.’SESF
Revlovr
blew
what
said
pleased
their
wrapped
brake
dancing
peace
straight
snow
own
watch
means
move
First nay
Fifteen words dictated, selected from the thirty-
words taught during the past theee week period. Word
pronounced, given in a sentence, then pronounced again
before the children wrote word.
The wind blew very hard.
What did you say?
I heard what he said.
Jack was pleased with his new dog,
here arc their coats?
he wrapped the package in brown paper.
Bad stepped on the brake ,
Susan likes dancing: lessons.
Have peace. Don*t fight,
Blok has a straight back.
The snow is very deep.
Do you cnr a cat?
Watch out crossing the street,
A green light means, go.
Please move that plant.
blew
what
said
pleased
their
wrapped
brake
dancing
peace
straight
snow
own
watch
means
move
Second *3av
Study period, Children studied words failed.
1, Pupils found word on blackboard.
2, Closed eyes, spelled word to self,
5. Opened eyes, and looked at word on board to see
if it had been spelled correctly.
4, ’Wrote word on paper without looking at board.
5* Repeated above until word was written correctly
three times.
6. Checked written word each time to be sure it was
written correctly.
7 . Teacher heard pupils spell -words studied.
Third Day
Fifteen remaining words dictated.
stopped He stopped the car. stopped

21
sail
running
knock
going
hungry
who
trying
would
moving
see
heard
could
they
NINTH WEEK
That boat has only on© sail* sail
The boys were running down the street* running
Knock on the door* knock
here are you ;-oing? going
Are you hungry? hungry
Do you know who owns thi r book? who
He is trying to ctAdy* trying
He would like to go, too* would
When are you moving? moving
Did you 9ee my hat? see
Dic£ heard a robin singing* heard
Mother said that Bill could go. could
where are they? they
Fourth Day
Study period. Children studied words failed*
Words studied as on second day*
Fifth Day
List of fifteen words selected fro words commonly
misspelled in previous lessons dictated*
First Day
build
coming
The boys will build a hut.
Who is coming to the party?
Cecond Day
sale
quite
The house is for sale/ .
It is quite near ay house*
Third hay
were
hour
Fourth Day
sea
blue
Were you late for school? A boat is sailing on the sea
Come home in an hour. My aunt owns a blue car*
Fifth Day
our
note
This in our house.
The teacher gave me a note

TENTH WEEK
First ay
making
yellow
What are you maid.up:?
The yellow light says look out*
Third Day
than
to
Dick is taller than Torn.
Jack ran to school.
Second Day
night
which
We go to sleep at night.
Which game do you want to play
Fourth Dav
two
too
The baby ie too small to play*
He is two years old*
Fifth Dav
always
late
Always do what mother says.
Were you late for school?
ELEVENTH WEEK
First Day Second Dav
where
bought
Where are you going?
Jack bought a red ball*
Third Day
having
wear
We are having lunch*
Wear your rubbers.
Fifth Day
flower
those
A rose is a flower*
Put those books on the desk*
Fourth Day
back
pair
Do you have a straight back?
Sally has a pair of new shoes.
face
bare
Did you wash your face ?
In the winter the trees are bare*
-.
25
TV/ELTK -t'SSK
Review
First Dry
note
blue
hour
sale
coming
face
back
having
flower
where
always
two
than
night
making
Fifteen words dictated. Words seleoted from the thirty
words taught during the past three week period.
Put the note on ray desk. note
Mary’s dress is blue. blue
There are sixty minutes in an hour. hour
Soap is on sale. sale
Mother is coming. coming
3e sure to wash your face. face
Put the book back on the sheif. back
»'e are having ice cream at the party. having
Put t e flower in the vase. flower
Where is your paper? where
Always put your things away. always
I have two pencils. two
I would rather write with pen than than
pencil.
The night is dark. night
Betty is maiding a doll's dress. making
Second Fay
Study Period. Children studied words failed.
Directions, as eighth week, second day.
Third Dav
Fifteen remaining words dictated.
.
bare 4 boy was walking in his bare feet. bare
those Those are the books that I want. those
pair I have a pair of new gloves. pair
bought Jim bought some candy. bought
tvear Be sure to wear your rubbers. wear
late Don't be late for school. late
too There are too many pieces of paper. too
which Which one do you want? vfhich
yel low The little chicken is yellow. yellow
to Go to. the store. to
our Have you seen our dog? our
.1
.
. t
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sea Sailors go sailing on the sea. sea
ware /ere you there? were
quite He is not quite ready, quite
build ¥he men are going to build a new house, build
Fourth Dav
Study period ae second day. Children studied words
failed.
Fifth Day
List of fifteen words selected from words commonly
misspelled in previous lessons dictated.
Remedial exercises of the following types were developed -
X' WQRD MBAIT INS
Words selected from a list to complete sentences.
Words classified under certain headings,
Words and phrases matched according to meaning.
Paragraphs rewritten using different words of
similar meaning.
Opposites of words listed.
Incorrect words in a sentence or paragraph c
crossed out.
Hew words made by adding endings,
AUDITORY DISCRIMI: ATIQN
Pupi 1 a listened for words beginning with certain
sounds.
Pupils listened for xfords that rhyme.
..
. .
.
. .
-I
.
*
.
.
»
«
*
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Pupila listened to words to discover how -.any
began or ended alike*
Pupils wrote phonetic words from dictation*
Pupils wrote parts of words indicated*
visual discrimination
Pupils found flashed word in a list and circled
it.
Pupils selected rhyming words containing
certain letters.
Pupils found letters or words that looked like
one indicated.
The complete manual of exercises will be found in thd appendix*
The sample l©3son below illustrates the general method used*
SAMPLE LESSON
Word to be studied shown on card (p" - 12")
II
Teacher - "This word says 'answer •
Card held so that all children can see the word during the discussion
of the meanings.
Teacher - 'have y->u ever given an answer to anything?" "What?"
Answer a letter.
Answer a question that the teacher has asked*
Answer an arithmetic example or problem*
Teacher - "Can you use the v/ord answer in a sentence?"
Children give at least three different sentences*
. i‘.y
. v
* J"
,
- .
‘
«
4 .
*
>•
.
-
.
-
•
.
.
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Teacher - "Hot* many parte do you hear in "answer"?
Two. "What are thejf?" "an - ser"
* "Spell answer out loud in parts." a-n s-w-e-r
Teacher - "Now look at the card. Close your eyes. Spell answer
to yourself.
"
"Open your eyes. Look at the word on the card. Lid you
spell qnswer correctly?"
Teacher * "Write answer on your paper without lookin'- at the card.
"
Now look at the card. Did you write answer correctly?
If you didn't fix it so that it is right."
Teacher - "look at the card again." (Repeat from * twice. Word
written correctly three times. 3e sure to cover each
word after it has been written so that it will not be
copied.
)
Second word studied.
Teacher - "This word says "number"." (Word held on card 5" - 12"
so all could see it.)
Teacher - "What is a number?"
*Name some numbers."
"Where have you seen numbers used?"
On houses, clocks, road signs, number plates.
Teacher - "Can you use the word number in a eentence?"
Children give at least three sentences using the word
number
I.
. .
"
•
< '
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Teacher -
4
How many parte do you hear in ' number'?
Two* "What are they?" "num - ber"
* Spell number out loud in porta*" n-u-m b-e-r"
Teacher - "Now look at the card. Close your eyes, •-'pell number
to yourself. rl
"Open your eyes. Look at the word on the card. Did you
spell. number? "
Teacher - "Write number on your paper without looking at the card. 11
"Now look at the card* Did you write number correctly?"
If you didn't,fix it so that it is right*"
Teacher - "Look at the card again*" (Repeat from * twice. Word
written correctly three tfmes. 3e sure to cover e ch
word after it has been written so that it will not be
copied.
)
The above leBson was followed by group work for instruction in word
meaning, auditory discrimination or visual discrimination.
An example of a lesson in auditory discrimination follows -
Teacher - "Listen to these v/ords -
nine nail need nickel
"What is the first sound?" "'What letter is it? 11
"What numbers can you think of that begin with g?"
nine ninety nineteen
Teacher - "Listen. When you hear n at the beginning of a word
clap your hands."
foot does needle look necktie
>• ••
.
.
*
.
-
.
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children neighbors now mother no
look nice came naughty mouse
A sample lesson planned to improve visual discrimination follows-
DIRECTI OilS
In each box, find two letters that look just alike.
Craw a line from one to the other, 3e sure to draw
lines between all the letters that are just alike.
b | m n i i f f
d b n m 3 3 t t
b b a 0 c c q g
0 0 0 a e e q g
m w d
4
d h b 1 t
w m P P b h 1 t
n n P g r s f 1
r r P g 8 r f 1
The following exercise in word meaning woe given to those pupils
who attained low scores on the Nichols Word Meaning Test*.
DIRECTIONS
Fill in the blanks with the right words from this list.
*.
.
: i
-
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quarter
saving
cent
number
sent
right
ate
X* Jane is
________________
&er pennies,
2. She wants a for her twenty-five pennies#
5#
_____________
the words on your paper#
4, Mother me to the store#
5# The answer was #
At the conclusion of the twelth week the Nichols Diagnostic Spelling
Test Form B was given# The results of the tets were analysed and are pre-
sented in the next chapter#
j
f« *
-
.
.
,
-
*
. *
.
.
.
.
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OIIAPTER III
THE ANALYSIS OF DATA
The purpose of this study was to develop and evaluate exercises to
bo used in a remedial spell ins program in the third grade* Pupils who
received low scores on SLcholo Diagnostic Spelling Test, Form A were given
remedial instruction in the areas in which they wore deficient.
Table I shows the total number of pu >ils deficient in each area.
TABLE I
SPELLING DEFICIENCIES
Arean : ioaning Visual Auditory
Discrimination Discrimination
o. of
pupils 10 u 15
The table shows a total of ton children who woro deficient in
rjteaning, eleven in visual discrimination and thirteen i auditory
discrimination.
Tab e II shows the number o pupils deficient in on or moro areas,
TADLE II
AREAS OP DEFICIE NCY
Areas leaning.
Visual,
Auditory
Auditory,
Visual
Visual,
'
'caning
Auditory,
.'leaning
Auditory 1'eon*-
ing
No. Of
pu 11b 4 4 5 2 , ! i5 1
;
1
., V'
.
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The table above shows that four ohildren were deficient in all areas*
four in auditory and visual only, three in visual and meaning only, two
in auditory and meaning only, three in auditory only, and one in meaning
only* Fourteen pupils needed no remedial instruction, but followed the
spelling program without remedial instruction*
Table III shows the comparision of spelling achievement in January
and May.
TABLE III
SPELLING ACHIEVEMENT
'Date Ho. pupils Mean S.D. S.E.M. Diff, S.E. of
Diff.
C.R.
Jan*
‘48
.
51 25.48 9.81 1.76
6.78 2.24 3*00
May
‘48 51 30.26 -Xvff - .1,5.2
The mean score in May was }0*26 compared with 25*48 in January* The
critical ratio of 3*00 showed this difference to be statistically significant
TABLE IV
WORD MEANING SCORES
J
Date No. pupils Mean S.D. S.E* M* Diff. S.E. of C.R.
Diff.
Jan*
•48 31 <52.59 7.56 1.56
May
•48
5,1 TlM
.
l?.vQ2.
,3.^
15*09 2.70 5*68
The mean score in May was 77*48 compared with 62*59 in January*
The critical ratio of 5*68 showed this difference to be statistically
significant.
V!
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Table V shows the compariaion of the scores on Visual Discrimination
Testa.
TABLE V
VISUAL DISCRIMINATION SCORES
Date No. pupils Mean S.D. S . E .M* Diff. S.E.of C.R.
Diff.
Jan.
•48 51
__
16.16 6.06 1.09
Jan.
•48 51 ... 1.07
16.44 1.52 10.7
The mean score in May was 55*05 compared with 16. 16 in January.
The critical ratio of 10.7 shows this difference to be etastically signifi-
cant.
Table VI shows the compariaion of the scores on Auditory Discrimina-
tion Tests.
TABLE VI
AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION SCORES
Date No pupils Mean S.D. S.E.M. Diff. S.E.of
Diff.
C.R.
Jan.
•48
..
31 14.19 5*91
_
1.06
May
•48 51 24.05 ,5t<» 1.01
9.87 1.46
—
—
6.84
The mean score in May was 24.05 compared with 14.19 in January.
The critical ratio of 6.84 showed this difference to be etatiscally
significant.
•
'
*
(
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study was to develop a remedial spelling
program for grade three* The difficulties to overcome were those based
on auditory discrimination, visual discrimination and knowledge of word
meaning*
The exercises covered a twelve week period* Two forms of a diagnos-
tic spelling test were given, one before the program was started, and one
following the teaching period*
Conclusions -
1* The program was effective in improving the spelling of the
thirty-one children included in the group study* the gain
$
in spelling achievement was statispally significant*
2. Training in word meaning, visual discrimination, and auditory
discrimination resulted in improvement in each of these areas*
These gains were statistically significant*
.*
.
.
t
.
CHAPTER V
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER TUDY
1. To use the remedial exercises on a larger population*
2, To use the same type of remedial exercises over a longer
period of time*
5* To evaluate similar remedial programs in spelling on other
grade lewils,
4. To evaluate the progra with other spelling methods,
5* To determine what remedial devices are most effective in
overcoming difficulties,
6, To determine whether spelling difficulties are more common
among boys or girls#
<. .
.
.
,
.
.
-
....
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PLAN FIR TEACHING WORDS
I Word ahoxm on a card 5" by 12".
r
Card hold 00 that all children can see the word.
"This word says • "
ii Discussion of the meanings of the word.
"Use in a sentence.
"
hi Word divided into parts, (syllables)
“How nany parts do you hear in ?"
“What are they?"
"Spell the word out loud in parts."
IV Word studied.
1. Children look at word.
2. Close eyes. Spell word to selfV
5. Look at card again.
4. Write word on paper without looking at card.
5* Compare written word with word on the card and make nessary
corrections.
6. Repeat above twice so that word has been written three times.
V
<+
Dictation of sentences.
"On your paper write these sentences. Listen to the sentences
first. Then I shall say the sentence again. Then you write
the sentence." (3e sure all pratice papers are out of sight.)
-.
.
'
•
'
\
.
-
7*
.
.
.
r/
.
,
* v / v/ •;
*
«
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FIRST WEEK
40
mtiday
1* Words to be taught according to PLAN FOR TEACHING WORDS .
answer
number
2. Sentences for dictation.
Ten is a number.
What is the answer?
Auditory Discrimination Lesson
"Listen to these words -
nine nail need nickel
"V/hat is the first sound? 9
"V/hat numbers can you think of that begin with "n"?
nine nienteen ninety ninety-one ninety-two
"Listen, when you hear "n' at the beginning of a word, clap
your hands."
foot does needle book necktie
children neighbors now
"Listen to these words that begin like boy. "
book billoon ball bag bunny
"Say these words after me*
box band basket belt beans berries
"Name some vegetables that begin with bjj
beets beans
"Name some fruits that begin with b,.
"
banan^as blueberries
"Can you t inv of some other words that begin with b; " List on
board.
*-
4
Visual ri9criraination
T>\
each ho# ' : .Wire tW \o
a like, ^rovsl d line thorn One to The other-,
B>e \o draw !iV"\e& feetween call the
*
mt are \ust £»W,

7ord Meaning
f'.ov.
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FIRST WEEK
T rlS3PAY
1. Words to be taught according to ./b.'- ' F'W . AC III -b -b ,
cent
sent
2. Sentences for dictation.
Mother sent me to the store.
I had one cent.
Auditory hjecrimination Lesson
"Listen to these words."
fun fat foot fall
"What is the first sound?"
"Say these words after me."
fork five fix for funny
"What words do you know that begin with f? *
List on boar I as children say words.
"Listen to these words that begin with "Jl" •
hands hat head handkerchief house
"Do you know any children whoso names begin with h?
List on board as children give names.
"Listen carefully. Clap your hands when you hear a
word that does not begin like hands .
"
hurt help hair happy
/
finger hammer
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WEDNESDAY
1. Words to be taught according to PEAK FOR CACHING WORDS *
second
right
2* Sentences for dictation*
He is ifa the second grade.
The answer is right.
Auditory Piscriminati Lesson
"Say these words after me.
"
game give girl gum
"What is the first sound in al thise words?"
"'Who can think of some other words that begin with £?"
List words on blackboard as children give them*
'Listen to these words that begin like candy "
cook come cousin cake
Words writtn on the board as they are said.
"What sound do these words begin with?"
"Who can name sone things to eat that begin with of"
"Listen, say these wo#ds after me.
"
look let lost live
"What sound do they begin with?
"
"Listen carefully. Clap your hands when you hear a word that
does not begin with 1?
lamb letters laugh have long living
-,
.
Visual Discrimination ^
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FIRST '‘.fS2K
THJRSDAY
1. Words to be taught according to FLA FOR TEACHING WORDS,
eight
ate
2. Sentences for dictation,
Mary ate an apple,
I saw eight boys playing tag.
Auditory riscrimination Lesson
A "listening test.
"Write the first sound that you hear in
fat
boat
hear
gun
cook
cook
money
birds
gave
fish

Visual Discrimination
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FIRST WEdK
FRIDAY
1# Words to bo taught according to FLAN FOR TEACHING WORDS *
quarter
saving
2* Sentences for dictation*
Dad gave me a quarter*
John is saving dines.
Dictation of horde of the week*
"Today we are going to write the words that we have been
studying this week* Listen to the word. Then to the sentence*
Then to the wor~ again. The write the word. Be sure to listen
for the word the second time*"
answer Is the answer right? answer
number Number the words on your paper* number
cent The gum cost one cent# cent
sent Dick sQfl'k a letter to his uncle. sent
right Put your pencil in your right right
hand#
eight I-Iary has eight dolls. eight
quarter The store man gave me a quarter quarter
in change*
saving Are y u saving your pennies? saving
ate The dog ate the piece of meat* ate
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SECOND WEEK
MONDAY
1. Words to bo taught according to Pi»Ai.r FOR TWAOIII X- WORDS ,
aunt
babies
2* Sentences for dictation*
Do you have an aunt?
The babies are crying*
Auditory Diecrirdnation Lesson
"i am going to say some words that begin alike* Listen#"
Words written on board as they are being said,
desk dark dog day
"What is the first sound in those words?" "What letter says d?"
"Name some things that are good to eat that begin with d*
"
dinner dessert doughnuts
"Now I'll say some words that begin with a different sound."
"Listen for the first sound,"
jump jam janitor jacket
"What is the first sound in these words?"
"Can you tell the names of some people that begin with j/ a
*4
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Words taufehttaccording to PLAU FOR TEACIillhr WORDS .
friend
friendly
Sentences for dictation*
Jack is a friendly boy*
It is fun to play with af friend.
Auditory Discrimination Lesson
"What sound do you hear at the beginning of these words?"
kick kittens kitchen kite
Each word written on the board as it is pronounced again.
What letter says "k" in these words?”
"Answer these questions with a word that begins with rtk".
What is the name of a room in the house?
What is a little cat called?
What do treys like to sail in the air?
What can you do to a football?
SECOND WEEK
TUESDAY
1 *
2.
2.
"Now I will say some other words. Listen for the first sound in
each word.”
money man may mine
"What sound di you hear at the beginning of each of those words'"
"Here are some things that you can do that begin with m.
march measure mind move
"What is the first sound/”
11Qo you know the names of some people that begin with m?" "Who?"
--
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SECOIfl) WEEK
WED NESDAY
1. Words taught according to .••LA ' FOR ThACfl hQ WORDS.
families
living
2. Sentences for dictation*
^unt Jane ia living with us.
How many families live on your street?
Auditory Discrimination Lesson
"Liste > to these words. 11
paint pick push pull package
This time say eaoh word after md.
paint pick push pull package
“What is the first sound that you hear in each, at the beginning?
“When you hear a word that does not begin with £, stand.
“
puppy penny peanuts party girl pan
“These words begin with “r ' like red. f>
ring read ride run radio
“Car you think of any words that begin like these words?"
List on board,
““ew many things do see in this room that begin with “r"?t
“What are they?"
'.
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SECOND WEEK
THURSDAY
1. Worcb taught according to PLAN FOR TSACl:r: "PTO .
new
knew
2. Sentences for dictation.
John knew the answer.
Bob has a new hat.
/ i
Auditory tfogorigination Lesson
£ listening test.
"Write the first sound that you hear in . n
game house
cookies ready
late pencil
many number
both duck
kite book
jump kitten
feel
,
me
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SECOND WEEK
FRIDAY
1. Words taught according: to PLAN TEAChlUG \fO
^
son
bear
2 • Sentences for dictation*
The bear ran into the woods*
Mr, Black has one son*
*
Dictation of Words of the Week .
“Today we are going to write the words that we have been
studying this week* Listen, to the word, .hen to t e sentence.
The' the word again. Then write the word. Be sure to
for the word the second time*'’
aunt I see ray aunt coning. aunt
babies Rattles are toys for babies. baios
friend Torn is Dick* s friend. friend
living We are living in a new house. living
friendly Be friendly to everyone. friendly
knew Baddy knew which road to take. knew
families How many families were at the bench? families
bear The big fcaar is in his cage. bear
son The man's son went fishing with him. son
new Sally has a new dress. new
..
'
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THIRi- WEEK
MQffDAY
1. Words taught according to PLA'I FOR TEACHING WOIVJS .
pencil
write
2. Sentences for dictation.
Put your pencil on your desk.
Write with pen.
Auditory Discrimination Lesson
"Today we are going to listen for a different sound at
*
the beginning of some words." Listen for the sound. 11
wagon wall wet. will wait
"What sound do you hear at the beginning of those words?"
"Say these words that begin with w after me.
"
watch walk wish wiggle
"Can you name some things in this room that begin with w?"
"Now I will ask you some questions, ^ee if you can think of a
word that begins with w to answer it."
How doeB the sunshine make you feel? (warm)
What kind of animal is a tiger? (wild)
What direction might the wind come from? (west)
What do you use to catch fish, (worms)
*-
'
'
.
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Visual Discrimination Exerolses Directions
Words on blackboard.
arm* for* light
cat fan hold*
going* ate did
it* little hand
pig* to at*
* Words on flash cards.
Show the first card to the children. Hold it up for about five seconds*
Then turn it down and ask a child to put a circle around the same word
on the blackboard*
%
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THIRD WEEK
TUESDAY
1. Words taught according to Plan For Teaching Words.
learn
passing
2. Sentences for dictation*
We come to school to learn*
The helpers are passing out the mfclk.
Auditory Discrimination lesson .
"We will listen to some words that begin like seven."
save sit soon some
“What sound do you hear at the beginning of each of those
words? *
"Can you think of some things that are good to eat that begin
with e?
"
sandwiches soup soda syrup
"Can you think of some numbers that begin with s?"
seven seventeen six sixteen sixty
“Now I am going to use a different beginning sound. Listen for it."
tag toy town
"Those words begin with
"Say these words after me."
tell ton tadpole tall
"Can you name some games that begin with t?
"
tag toss tennis
..
-
-
-
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Visual discrimination exercises — directions
Word flashed on card for five a&oohds,. Pupils then put a
ring around the word that they saw. One word flashed for
each box,
»ords to be Flashed
so
on
is
or
to
he
we
up
*.
Visual Discrimination

Word Meaning
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THIRD '-re£
K
WEDNESDAY
1, Words to be taught according to Pi,AN FOR TLAJHING .vjRI-'G.
here
hoar
2. Sentences for dictation*
I can hear the bell.
Put the book here*
Auditory discrimination lessor,.
"Listen to these words that begin
yard yarn you yellow
"I will say each word agtin, say the word after me.
*
yard yarn you yellow
'‘Can you answer these questions with a word that begins with £?"
What is the day before today called 1? (yesterday)
What is in back of a house? (yard)
What does mother use when she knite? (yam)
"Now 1*11 say a word that begins with another sound. Listen
for the beginning sound.
"
violet vegetable vacation visit
"These words begin with v.
"
"Can you think of some word that begin with v?"
"I’ll say some words. YOu say the same words and then tell
me the first sound."
valentine
_
yours vase vines young
yard very yes
.,
Visual Dis rindnation
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THIRD WEEK
THURSDAY
1. riorde taught according to PLA < FOR TEACHING WORDS.
catch
quick
2. Sentences for dictation.
Try to catch the ball.
Dick is quick.
Auditory Pi8crimination Lesson.
A listening test.
Cl
"V/rite the first sound that you hear in these words. *
watch balloon
tall party
yellow dinner
vegetable going
seven juicy
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THIRD YSEK
FRIDAY
1, Words taught according to PLA .' FOR TEACOG WORDS .
break
piece
2. SenatenceB for dictation*
Do not bread: the plate*
He ate a piece of pie.
Dictation of Words of the Petek
"Today we are going to write the words that we have been
e
studying tWs week* Listen to the w rd. Then to the sentence*
Then the word again* Then write the word, 3e sure to listen
for the word the second time."
per.c 1 Ity pencil is broken. pencil
write Write the letter with a en* write
learn beam, to look both ways befofce you cross the street
pas ing The small car was jS&sfling the big truck. passing
here Your crayons are over here. here
catch How many f sh did you catch? catch
quick He is very quick. quick
break ^id the ball break the window? break
piece There i6 ne piece of cake on the plate, piece
..
*
,
.
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F3URT*’ y-:EK
MONDAY
Cicatation of review words*
answer What is the ahswer? answer
number Ten is a number* number
cent I had one cent* cent
sent Mother sent me to the store* sent
second He s in the second grade* second
right The answer is right* right
eight X saw eight boys playing tag* eight
quarter Dad gave me a quarter* quarter
saving John is saving dimes* saving
aunt Do rou have an aunt? aunt
babies The babies are crying* babies
friendly Jack is a friendly boy. friendly
friend It is fun to play with a friend. friend
families How many £amiliee live on that street? families
TUESDAY
Study period*
1* Pupils study eech word failed on Monday teat.
2. Pupils find word they failed on the blackboard*
5* Close eyes and spell word to themselves* Cp6n eyes anfl
look at the word on the biard*
4, Pupils write word without looking back at word on
board*
% Pupils check the word with the one on the board.
6. $tudy each word failed at least three times*
Teacher checks work and helps those having difficulty*
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FOURTH WTSSK
WEDNESDAY
Dictation of review words.
living Aunt Jane is living with us. living
new Bob has a new hat. new
knew He knew the answer. knew
son That man has one s on. son
bear The bear ran into the woods. bear
pencil Put the pencil on your desk. pencil
write Write with pen. write
learn We come to school to learn. learn
passing Time is passing by. passing
here Put the book here. here
hear I can hear the bell. hear
catch Try to catch the ball. catch
quick Don is quick on his feet. quick
break Do not break the plate. break
piece He ate the piece of pie. piece
THURSDAY
Study period as Tuesday. Study words failed on “ednesday test.
FftlflAY
Dictation of words selected from those most difficult for the group.
.
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FIFTH WISER
MONDAY
1. Korda taught according to PLAIl FOR TEACHING .'OKI'S .
wrapped
going
2. Sentences for dictation#
Mother wrapped the gift#
The girl is going home#
Auditory Discrimination Lesson#
"Sometimes two letters make one sound# Listen to the first
sound in these words."
r
those there this them the
"What is the first sound in those words?"
"Those words begin with t-h.
"
"^ay these words after me#
"
then these those there
"Sometimes t-h has another sound. ^isten for the first sound
in these words."
think thank thumb Thursday thirty
"i'll say each word again, say each word after me./
think thank thumb Thursday thirty
"I a:, going to put th on the board in two places."
th Jh
think this
"Can ou think of a word that begins with th? Tel under which
word it belongs, think or this .
..
.
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Visual Discrimination directions
"I will flash a card with a word on it • You lokk at the row
of words on your paper. Find the eras word in the first row.
Draw ring around it." There will be a word flashed for each
each row on your paper.” (Word shown for five seconds}
,.orde to be Flashed
no
as
ate
beg
hand
horse
was
left
.,
.
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FIFTH WEEK
Tuaaa^Y
1, #ords taught according to PLAi'I FOR T ACH' G V.'OHI.' .
i# knock
brake
2* Sentences for dictation*
Don't knock on the door*
The brake stops the car.
Auditory diacriinination Lesson
"Today we will listen for the first sound in words like the first sound
in whistle . Listen."
what when where
"Let's play a game with thfcs sound &wh% Hold this strip of paper
W
(12"
- 5
s
) by one end so that the other end is about one inch in
front of your lips. Like this. Say the words why and when, 9
Did you see t e top part of your paper blow when you said wh£a
"If it didnftt move you are not saying wh correctly* Try again*
Say - - what why which wheel white
"Can you think of some words that we could list on the board that
begin with wh?" "Name them,"
yi
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1, Words toaught according to FI.AN FOR TEACHING .v )RDS .
running
sail
2* Sentences for dictation*
Six boys were runnin a race.
The boat has a big white sail.
Auditory Discrimination Lesson
"Today we wre going to listen for two letters that have one sound
like the first sound in church . 1
"Sav these words affcer me* *
chairs chicken children chin churn
"Mow we will listen for another sound at the beginning of words.
Listen" shelf show shine ship
"Say each word after me. 1 (Repeat above words.)
"Answer these questions with words that begin with ah*
"
what are knives? (sharp)
What animal says baa?" (sheep)
Where are things in a grocery store? (shelf)
What do you wear on your feet? (shoes)
..
.
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FIFTH WEEK
THURSDAY
1. Words to be taught according to PLAh FOR T3 CHING WOLDS .
dancing
stopped
2. Sentences for dictation*
The ahildren were dancing#
The bus stopped a t a red light#
Auditory Discrimination Lesson.
A listening test#
"Write the first sound in each one of these words. It may be one
letter or more than one letter#
*
"Write the first sound in
dance kitten
shop when
button thing
cheese way
them ony
..
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FTgTH WEEK
FRIDAY
1. jtforde taught acoording to ?LA ~0R IdACHI II WORDI .
peaoe
straight
2. Sentences for dictaion.
We want peace not v/ar.
Can you make a straight line?
Dictation of -ords of the Week
"Today we are going to write the* words that v/e have been
studying this week. Listen to the word. Then to the sentence.
Then, the word again. Then v/rite the word.'5
wrapped The girl wrapped her doll in a blanket. wrapped
going The children are going to the movies. going
knock Always knock on a closed door. knock
e
"
brake You should have a good brake on your brake
bicycle.
running The boys are running to school. running
sail **he sail on the toy boat was broken. sail
dancing Soil® children take dancing lessons. dancing
stopped The police ran stopped the car. stopped
peace Let there be peace not fighting. peace
straight Your back should be straight
. straight
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SIXTH WEEK
1. Words taught according to BIAS FOR TEACHING WOR.-C .
their
there
2* Sentences fur dictation*
Their hands are clean*
Sit over there*
Auditory NiBorirainatfcon Leeeon
"Today we are going to listen for the last sound in words*
"
"What is the last sound that yo- hear in these words?”
rob call fib tub
"Can you think of a word that ends with b?"
List on board*
"Now listen. What sound do you hear at the end of these words?"
bad could food did
"What is the last sound that you hoard in those v/ords?"
’Think of some words that begin with jd. ”
"Now, think of some words that end with cl*
"
"Let’s play a game. If I say a wor that begins with b_ you must
say a word that ends with b. If I say a word that begins with dj
you must say a word that ende wit$ d. B
boy down back bunny did donkey bug
.,
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TUESDAY
1* Words taught according to PLA.; POK I’LAC: WOh: y .
plesaed
they
2. Sentenced for dictation.
Mother was pleased when I helped her.
Where are they?
Auditory Pi s origination Lesson
"What sound do yon hear at the end of these words?"
tag dog pig beg
"Can you think of a word that rhfeee with rag? a tag bag
"WhfrVs the last sound in each of those words?"
"Can you think of a word that rhymes with dog?" List.
"What is the last sound in each of those word3*"
Find words that rhyme with pig an' beg.
"Listen to these words that ! ave the same last sound as t
lip pep stop step
"that is the lest sound?"
"Think of some words that end frith j># "
"Do you see any thing in this room that ends with jj?"
"What?
"
ft/
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SIXTH WEEK
>
WEDNESDAY
1. Words taught according toPLAN FOR TEACHING WORDS.
said
could
2. Sentences for dictation.
He said that he was going.
Ben could run fast.
Auditory Discri ination Lesson.
’’These words end in r. say the words after me. ~'e sure to say the
last sound clearly.
*
father mother jar far
"What are the names of some months, that end in r ? 0
September October November December
*Now listen for anot er sound at the end af words."
"What is the last sound in bus ?"
"1*11 say some words that end like bus does. Say them after me."
"Let me hear the s_ every time. *
bells bus miss class dress gueBB sits
a
Can you think of some words that end with gj
"
List.
-*
.
Visual Discrimination
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SIXTH '.'ESK
THURSDAY
1* Words taught according to hLAN FOR TEACHING WORDS,
hoard
what
2• Sentences for dictation*
I heard a knock on the door*
What is it?
Auditory : is crimination Lesson *
A listening test*
"Write the last sound that you hear in the* e words* Be sure that you
write the last sound*"
“Write the last sound that you hear in *
“
bag gas
trip mad
yes pis
rib stop
car mob
Visual Discrimination Lesson
Write the word that you see on the card that I hold up#“
Card held up so that ail can see for five seconds.
Words to be flashed
enough could
taught beautiful
knew altogether
mountain say
lawn much
-•
,
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SIXTH WEEK
FRIDAY
1. Words taught accoeding to PLAN FOR TEACHING WORTS.
see
blew
2. Sentences for dictation.
Did you see it?
The wind blew the paper.
Dictation of Words o£ the Week
their The children hung ud their coats.
pleased He pleased his father by being a good boy,
they They are going to church.
said Did you hear what she said?
there There they are.
could Mother daid that I could go with you.
heard The kitten heard a dog barking.
what ./hat is that?
see What did you see at the circu*?
blew The wind blew very hard.
their
pleased
they
said
there
could
heard
what
see
blew
..
.
.
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SEVENTH WEEK
MONDAY
1. Words tauoV-b according to ?LA. FOn TEACHING ..:ORDS .
rnovo
moving
2. Sentences for dictation.
Did you move the table?
The moving truck stopped at the white house.
Auditory discrimnation Lesson
"Listen for the last sound in theae worde."
cat hot it get beat
"V/hat is the last eound?"
"Let’s play a game. 1*11 say a word that begins with a letter
and you say a word that ends with the same letter.
5
Use letters t s p b g
"Listen to these words. Listen for the last sound • "
back deck pick clock tuck
"The last sound ck is made by both c and k together./
"Oen you think of some words that rhyme with back deck
pick clock tuck
, .
108
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SEVSDTH WEEK
TUESDAY
1. Words taught, according to PLA FOR TEACH II IQ V.TPJ ' .
means
would
2. Sentences for dictation.
Do you know what the teacher means?
Dick would like to go to the ball game.
Auditory Bio crimination Loaoon
“Today we sire going to listen for the sound m at the end of
words. Listen to these words.”
him broom farm drum
"Oan you think of so e words that end in m? H List
“Listen carefully to these words. Clap your hande each time you
hear a word that ends in m.
“
can am broom fat hem gun need
more drum arm second bloom
“$ow we will listen for a different sound. What is the first
sound in now? " “Listen for words that end with n.
"
hen burn fan button
“Gan you think of some numbers that end with n?
"
ten eleven thirteen fourteen
"Can you think of the names of some people that end in n, like
children and firemen?
-.
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SEVENTH WEEK
WEDNESDAY
1. Words taught according to LA fOh TSA find WONts,
trying
watch
2. Sentences for dictation.
The baby is trying to walk.
Her mother will watch her.
Auditory ^iscrinlnation Lesson
u
Today wo will sa come words that end with 1. Listen and aay
*%
them after me."
school fill tell mail ball
"I 1 11 say some words that rhyme with ball, when you hear one
that doesn’t rhyme put tip your hand.”
ball fall tall g|ui~f stall call
“Can you think of some words that rhyme with bill'?" List
"Now listen to these words that end with f.
iff if beef chief leaf
“Say these words after me.' 1
deaf roof stiff loaf
"Let’s play a game. Stand up* I’ll say a word. You cay
the name of the last letter. If you say the wrong name you
must sit down. "
fluff still hat back gas bad wrong
man him leaf
.-
.
.
*
.
M ame. _D
Visual Discrimination ^3
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SEVENTH WEEK
THURSDAY
1. Words taught according ‘-o PLAK FOR TEACHING WOR S.
who
own
2. Sentences for dictation*
Who went to the store?
Do you own this dog?
Auditory Die crimination Lesson
A listening test.
"Write the last sound that you hear in ,
tug job
roof peep
send far
aria bos 8
rail fat

Visual Pieorimlnatloh 116
C\rrs&-
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Word Meaning 117
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SEVENTH WEEK
FRIDAY
1. Words taught according to PL A FC i THAC II..' ' T'ORDP.
hungry
enow
2. Sentences flor dictation.
Boys like to make snow balls.
Playing ^dtes children hungry.
Dictation of Lords
move Please move the chair. move
would The dog would like a bone. would
means Be sure to know what each word means. means
moving The train is ravine slowly. moving
watch Watch for cars before you cross the fetre^t. watch
trying He is trying to catch the ball. trying
who Who went up stairs? who
own Jack has a kitten of his own. own
hungry I am hungry at lunch time. hungry
enow The children were playing in the snow. snow
»<
-
•
,
,
.
Word Meaning
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EIGHTH WERE
MONDAY
Dictation of review words.
wrapped Mother wrapped the gift. wrapped
going The girl is going home. going
knock Don*t knock on the door. knock
brake The brake stops the ear. brake
running Six boys were running a race. running
sail The boat has one big white sail. sail
dancing The children were dancing. dancing
stopped The bus stopped at the red light. stopped
peace W® want peace, not war. peace
straight i*ian you make a straight line? straight
their Their hands ere clean. their
pleased Mother was pleac/att when I helped her. pleased.
said He said that he was going. said
there Sit over there. gjhere
they Where are they? they
TUESDAY
Sjfeudy period,
1, Pupils study each wor ’ felled on Monday test.
2, Pupils find words they failed on the blackboard.
5* Close eyes and spall word to therasclvoc. Open eyes dnd
look at the word on the board.
4. Pupils write word without looking at word on board.
5. Pupils check the word with the one on the board.
6. Study each word failed at least three tioes.
Teacher checks work and helps those having difficulty.
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SI3KTH vreEK
'.reirrsUAY
Dictation of review words.
could 3en could run fast. could
heard I heard a knock on the door. heard
what What is it? what
see Did you see it? see
blew The wind blew the paper away. blew
move Did you ove the table? move
meana Do vo know what the teacher means? means
would Dick would like to go to the ball game • would
moving The sieving truck stooped at the wh_te house, moving
who V/ho went to the store'’ who
trying
watch
The baby is trying to walk. trying
watch Her mother will watch her. watch
snow 3oys kike to marine enow hells. snow
hungry Playing oakes children hungry. hungry
THURSDAY
Study period as on Tuesday.
FRIDAY
Dictation of words selected from thase moat difficult for
th» group.
.-
A' i' !
'
.
-
.
.
«
*
<
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NIITTM WEEK
MONDAY
X. »ords taught according to ;l,a : i-Tc:< TEACH : wores*
build
coming
2* Sentences for dictation*
The boys will build a hut*
Who is coming to the party?
Auditory Discrimination lesson
"Some words have two beginning sounds* !l
"What is the first sound in down 1 *
9
"What is the first sound in run?"
"Now 1*11 8ay aora© words that begin with dr." Listen
drove drop drink
"Can you think of some words that begin with dr?" List in board,
"Now what two letters do you hear at the beginning of these words?"
trip trunk track train
"Yea t r Can you think of some other words that begin with tr? "
"What are the first two letters in green grass grow?"
"What is the sound of £ jr?
"
'“Let’s see how many words we can think of that begin with gr .
"
*-
*
Visual Discrimination
a -oe.
P <it vi o •od S> JC Vs a i
kiO)(e,5 \o<5_S>Co\e.
rKirris, \v\ tna<
ilk e, vio od e> . f he.
r\TSv orne. done N/ Qvl .

Word Meaning 124
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NINTH WEEK
TUESDAY
1. Words taught according to PLAH FOR TEACHING WOR~
S
.
quit©
sale
2* Sentences for dictation*
The white house is for sale*
It is quite near ay house*
Auditory Discrimination Lesson.
"Yesterday we listened to words that began with two letters* Today
see if you can tell ne the first two letters that you hear in
bridge brown broke brother
'Yes b " "What sound is that?"
"Tell me eome other words that begin with br* "
"What two letters do you hear at the beginning of these words?"
frog fruit frightened frown
"Let* a write, on the board all the words tha ty~>u can think of that
begin with fr* 9
..
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Visual Discri ination
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Word Meaning
Dale _
-J’oaw Q lm<5. tVo'oo tVve. Wood
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NINTH WEEK
WEDNESDAY
1. Words taught according to • F0-{ TEACHING «
were
hour
2. Sentences for dictation.
Were you late for school?
Cone home in an hour.
Auditory Discrimination Lesson
“What sound do you hear at the beginn ng of these words?"
clash climb (block clean
"What two letters make this sound?! Write cl, on board.
"What sound do you hear a t the beginning of these words?"
flag fly floor
*Y/hat two letters make this sound?" Write fl on board.
These words begin with a different sound. Listen and then tell
what the sound is."
play plate please
"What two letters make this sound?" Write jal on the board,
cl fl £l
"Let*8 play a gar e. Stand up. I’ll point to the beginning letters.
See if you can say a word that begins that way. If you can’t
think of one you must sit down.
"
**
.
'
-
Visual Discrimination 129
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Nam e.
Vi'ord Meaning;
Fill un "the lolc\nUs y\m ^ o \ o Ft
Word.
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NINTH WEEK
THURSDAY
1* Words taught according to PLAN FOR TEACHING ,f)PDS .
sea
blue
2. Sentences for dictation.
A boat is sailing on the sea.
My aunt owns a blue car.
Auditory Discrimination Lesson
A listening test.
"Write the first two letters that you hear in these words."
plane group
climb tree
glass flag
drop brown
brother frog
Visual I iscrladnation Lesson
"Write the words that I show you on these cards.”
Cards held up for all pupils to see for five seconds.
Words Flashed
new ozar
way- science
bureau pound
feather biscuit
thought neigh
*.
>
N c\r-ne-
Word leaning:
Date
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NINTH WB5X
FRIDAY
1, Word- taught according to PLAN FOR TPAC NG LORDS .
our
note
2. Sentences for dictation*
This is our house*
Mother gave no a note for the store man*
/
Dictation of Lords
build The men are going to bnlla-e. new house* build
coming The parade is coming. coming
quite It is not quite time to go* quite
sale There is a big sale at the food store. sale
were There Were five elepfeante in the parade. were
hour There are sixty minutes in an hour. hour
sea The sea is very rough today* 860.
blue Jim has blue eyes. blue
our Keep our schoolyard clean. our
note Write the note with a pencil. note
-*
*
-
'
*
-
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Words taught according to PLA-< FQ ' TEACHING .VORPC
,
making
yellow
Sentences? for dictation*
'./hat are you making?
The yellow light says look out*
Auditory Tiecrimination Lesson
“Today we are going to listen for v/ords that rhyme#
”
"Like
,
ten hen pen are words that rhyme#”
“Listen to the words that I say and then tell me a wordd that
rhymeB with them#
"
hat cat mat
hay play 8ay
bill fill mill
fun gun run
pen ten when
bell fell shell
spin grin pin
_
TENTH -:SE"
MONDAY
1#
)
2.
-.
.
-
-Visual Discrimination
_
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hicwm Dob
Word Meaning
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WEEK
TUESDAY
1. Words taught according to .^.A FOR TEACH UG
night
which
2* Sentences for dictation*
We go to sleep at night*
Which game do you want to play.
Auditory Diecrimination lesson
.
’’What can you tell me about these words?"
run fun sun
"Yes, they rhyme*"
"I'll say a word and you write a word on the blackboard that
rhymes with it*"
spell win fall clay mill hen say gun pig
--
Visual Discri 1nation
liame. 3We
aw cx nma OiOound Ine. p
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1 swo-n
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Word Meaning
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TENTH IfBSK
WEDNESDAY
1. Word e taught according to PLA- FOR TEACHING WQPJjL
.
than
to
2* Sentences for dictation*
Dick is taller than Ton*
Jack ran to school.
Aftditofy discrimination Lesson
"Today we will lay another game with words that rhyme. This
tine 1*11 say the first iottbt and you go to the board and
write words with tis first sound that rhyme with fell *
"
sp ah t an b
"How we'll write words that rhyme with pet*
"
"Hake these words rhyme with rag* *
-.
.\
Visual Discriniration
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W°rd Meaning
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TENTH WEEK
THURSDAY
1. Words taught according to PLAN FOR TEACHING WORDS
.
two
too
2. Sentences for dictation*
The baby is too small to play*
He is two year* old.
Auditory Discrir-ir^ation Lesson.
A listening test*
"Write a word that rhymes with the word that I say*
Do not write the same word that I say, H
"Write a word that rj^ymes with
•
w
bill dig
win run
man pay
bag hen
tell ball
Visual Discrimination Lesson
Directions t
"Look at the words across your paper. Cross out the word thtb you see
on the card that X hold up. tt
Card held so that all pupils can see the word for five seconds*
Words to be Crossed Out
baroness herbage
cruise identical
wicket
*,
.
* v
Visual Pi scrirflination 144
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TENTH WEEK
FRIDAY
1« Words taught according to PLAH FOR TEACHING W)RDS.
always
late
2. Sentences for dictation.
Always do what mother says,
V/ere you late for school?
Dictation of Words
making The men are making a new road. making
yellow A little chicken is yellow. yellow
night It was a very dark night. night
which Which piece of cake do you want? which
than This piece is bigger than that one. than
to Will you go to the store-? to
always The policeman is elways on th* cerner. always
too That glass is too big. too
late Do not be late
i
for school. late
two There are two books on the table. two
>. •
.
•
-
,
.
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ELEVENTH V/EKK
MONDAY
1* Words taught according to PLA ' FOR TEACHING WORDS #
where
bought
2. Sentences for dictation#
Where are you going?
Jacft bought a red ball#
A-n-iTo Y DISORIH NATION LESSON
"Today we are going to write some words. You are to listen to
the word. You may not have healths word before but they are
spelled just the way they sound# Listen carefully. Then write the
word.
"
Words to be Bpelled
content intermit
deport lumbago
elongate merman
filibuster platform
gulch sapling
-.
*
-
Y/ord Meaning 148
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ELEVENTH WEEK
TUESDAY
1. Words taught according to PLA r FOU TSACHINg .'PROS,
flower
those
2. Sentences for dictation.
A rose is a flower.
Put those books on the desk.
Auditory Discri illation Lesson
Directions:
”Each box in each row below stands for a word. Listen carefully.
I will say the word that belongs with each box. One word has the
sound of some certain letters. I will tell you what sound it is.
When you hear it make a cross in the box for that word."
"Make a cross in the box that stands for a word that has: (Repeat
phrase each time.
)
.
>
1. the letter f as in fun
*
hat very fit boy
2. the letter "l" as in lad.
coip \ov\cj
5. the letters "eh 11 as in chair
chicken cook kitten clean
4. the letters Hgr" as in grass
brown glass grow gay
5. the letter !,w" as in way
wiggle where then twice
*-
.
.
'
.
.
,
*
t
-
*
v OtW\ V'
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Visual Discrimination
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Word Meaning;
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ELEVENTH WEEK
WEDNESDAY
1. Words taught according to PLAN F )R T .ACIlIilu WORDS ,
having
wear
2. SontonceB for dictation.
We are having 4un lunch.
Wear your rubbers.
Auditory Discrimination Lesson
"Today we are going to listen to some words and then write them.
You may not have heard the word before but it is spelled
just the way it sounds. Listen carefully. Then write the word."
Words to he spelled
brad monster
convent ramrod
detach talisman
frond ulster
indolent jocund
Visual Discrimination Lesson
Directions t
"Look at the words across your paper. cross out the word that
you see on the card."
Card with the word on it held up for five seconds.
Words to be flashed
municipality
turpentine
versatile
anchorage
decimal

Visual Discrimination
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ELSYENTH WEEK
THURSDAY
1* Words taught according to PLAIT I'OR TEACHING WORDS .
back
pair
2. Sentences for dictation#
Do you have a straight back?
Sally has a pair of new shoes.
Auditory Discrimination Lesson
Directions *
"Each block in each row below stands for a word. Listen carefully. I
will say the word that belongs with each block. One word has the sound
of some certain letters. I will tell you what the sound is. When you
hear it make a cross in the block for that word."
"Make a cross in the box that stands for a that has* (Repeat
phrase each tine.
)
1. the letters "wh" as in where % the letters ’sh" as in shoe
your will whistle there dish sun child tease
ll
2. the letters "lk asin talk
e
rock risk salt walk
5. the letters ck as in baok
tag big pluck cave
4, the let’ ers "nt" as in went
rake bet aunt ten
ti
av', *\e
Auditory Discriudnation 157
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Visual discrimination Lesson
Directions t
"Look at the words across your paper. Cross out t^e word that
you see on the card," (| Card shown for five seconds,)
Words to be Flashed
devious
baton
penalize
spectrum
bounteous
*-
Visual Discrimination
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ELEVENTH WEEK
FRIDAY
1. words taught according to PLAN FOR TEACHING WORDS .
face
bare
2. Sentences for dictation.
Did you wash your face?
In winter the trees are bare*
Dictation of Words
where Where is the ball?
t
where
bought Betty bought an ice cream cone. bought
those Put those flowers in a vase. those
having Is Mary having a birthday party? having
wear Do not wear your best clothes out to play. wear
back The garden is in back of the house. back
pair Mother knit me a pfcir of mittens. pair
face Is your face clean face
bare It e fun to walk in the grass with
bare feet.
bare
-.
<
.. * .
('<
c
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TWELTH WEEK
MONDAY
Dictation of Review Words
build The boys will builda hut* build
coming Who is coming to the party? coming
sale The white house is for sale* sale
quite It is quite near ray house* quite
were Were you late for school? were
hour Com© home in an hour* hour
sea A boat is sailing onthe sea* sea
blue My aunt owns a blue oar* blue
our This is our house* our
note Mother gave me a note for the store man* note
making What are you making? making
yellow The yellow light says look out* yellow
night We go to sleep at night* night
which Which game do you want to play? which
than Die? is taller than Tom*
TUESDAY
than
Study period. Follow tho plan for
WEDNESDAY
Dictation of review words
fourth week, Tuesday
to Jack ran to school* to
always Always do what mother says* always
late War© you late for school? late
too The baby is too small* too
two He is two yewrs old* two
where Where are you going? where

165
bought Jaok bought a red ball. bought
flower A rose is a flower. flower
those Put those books on the table. those
having ifa are havin : our lunch. having
wear 'ear your rubbers. wear
back Do you have a straight back? b&ek
pair Sally has a pair of new shoes. pair
face Did you wash your face? face
bare In winter the trees are bare. bare
THURSDAY
Study period
FRIDAY
Dictation of the fifteen words nost difficult for the group.
.-
*
f
.
.
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APPENDIX B

FORM A TEST I
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SPELLING ACHIEVEMENT TEST
Third Grade starts here
1. on The book is on the desk. on
2. eye Keep an eye on the ball. eye
5. back Come baok quickly. bank
4. here They live here. here
5. they They came to school. they
6, bear The hunter aaw a black bear. bear
7. late One boy was late for school. late
8. round It was round like a ball. round
9.
9. face The wind blew in ray faoe. face
10. enow The ground was white with snow. enow
11. poor It was a poor piece of wor&k poor
22. sick The sick boy went home. sick
15. cent The pencil cost one cent. cent
14. new The library has new books. new
15. too There has been too much rain. too
16. yellow The butter was yellow. yellow
17. wear ifear a warm coat. wear
18. brake Put your foot on the brake. brake
19. trying He is trying to do good work. trying
20. always Always do your best work. always
21. hour You may play for an hour. hour
22. cry They heard a loud cry. cry
25. would You would like that book. would
24. mating The baker is making bread. making
25. build They want to build a house. build
,-
.
.
.
*
-
.
-
.
*
.
.
.
.
,
.
.
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k :
26. whloh Which is your seat? which
27. flowers Flowers grow in the garden. flowers
28. heard We heard the bell ring. heard
29. sea There was a storm at sea. sea
50. families Two families lived in the houss. families
51. sale Apples were on sale. 8ale
52. heart The heart beats. heart
55. friend I visited a frieruff
.
friend
5*. answer Be sure you answer aarefully. answer
55. quite 8he lives quite near. quite
56. second It was the second ball game. second
57. saving The boys and girls are saving saving
money.
58. hungry The long walk made me hungry. hungry
59. clothes Take care of your clothes. clothes
4o. piece It was a piece of paper. piece
41. pleased The gift pleased me. pleased
42. stopped The clock stopped. stopped
45.
44
son The man brought his son to school. son
44. armies Both armies fought bravely. armies
45. wrapped It was wrapped in paper. wrapped
46. means He means what he says. means
47. note Write a short note. note
48. knock Did someone knock? knock
49. passing The plane was passing. passing
50. dancing The boys and girls were dancing. dancing
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51. changing Ihenahttdren vere changing seats. changing
52. except All west excopt one. except
55. straight Draw a straight line. straight
5*. quarter It is a quarter of a dollar. quarter
55. friendly The neighbors xfere friendly. friendly
56. fitted The shoes fitted him. fitted
Third Grade stops here
For test above the third grade level see ***
Nichols, Augusta, The Construction and Use of Group Tests for
Analysis of Spelling Difficulties, Unpublished
Doctor { e Dissertation, Boston University, 19^7
*
FORM A TEST III
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WORD meting te:;t
PIRECTI S "Several words In euoh row on your paper are related in
come way* Draw a line through the belated words aa you are
directed*
"
4Draw a line through each word that
(Repeat the above phrase with each grou.j of words below*)
1* is the name of something we cat*
2. names a part of the body*
2* is the name of an article of clothing.
4. is the name of an animal*
5* names a part of a house*
is the name of a building where the people lived*
7• is the name of sometiling ueally found in the kitchen*
8* is the name of a place where people work*
9* is the name of a worker*
10. is the name of something that has a sweet taste*
11* means a part or section of something*
12* is a color*
15* means s all in size*
14. means a loud njbise or sound*
15* means a length of time*
16* is the name of something sharp*
17* means motion or action*
18. is the name of a weapon.
19* is a measure of length or distanee*
20, means the ground or a portion of the earth’s surface#

169
21. ie the name of a piece of furniture*
22. is the na.i© of a kind of cloth*
2J. means a measure.
24* means a covering.
25* means Joyous oY* happy*
26. means courage.
2$. means truth or honeety*
28. means praise or commendation.
29. is the name of a boat*
50. is the nam- given a person who takes things that belong to others*
mmm
FORM A III
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DIRECTIONS
SAMPLE A.
SA lTLE B.
WORD MF.AMIMB TOST
"Several words in each row below are relatod in some way*
^raw a line through the words oe you are directed."
rose rafter daisy ration violet
gay chair board knock door pencil
1* eggs chasm pitas potico lettuce bouillon
2. arm foot peat brain elbow esophagus
5* data shoes shirt episode sweater galoshes
4. pig dog noun wolf monkey donkey
5* door wall tropic closet radium basement
6m camp house palace tapestry dwelling domicile
7* cup skein basket etalWert ' cutlery refrigerator
8* shop waffle garage factory laboratory vegetarian
9m doctor teacher elusive bobbin pilot physician
10* cake oho chore honey candy dirigible confectionery
11* bite piece scorn scrap harpoon fragment
12* blue pink glade scarlet vermilion pedestrian
15* atom larynx little dwarf damask diminuative
14. cry yell swath shriek desperation detonation
15» week recess minute mandolin century generation
16. ax fork thorn typist sickle rapier
17* hop silt dance textile signal perambulate
L8. gun hatchet carbine hilarity grenade lucidity
19* flue foot mile arcade league millimeter
20. sod tense earth astronoqy continent terrain
21* bed gnome bureau cymbal cabinet ottoman
r
171
22.
25 .
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29 .
50.
lid roof cover crime envelope cavalcade
note story flagon epistle gauntlet telegram
satin cotton cruoible gingham bri >,’ade gabardine
joy glee guage hectic gladness enjoyment
pluck daring excelsior galantry filament fortitude
truce right truthfulness vj^tracity fidelity heredity
flange aoolaim euloguise exaltation felicitation approbation
bark yawl quota gondola corvette pneumatic
thug helium bandit object robber highwayman
••
.
4 > ' *
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VISUAL DISCRIMINATION TEST
PART I
DIRECTIONS "This 1b a teat to find out how %ell you recognize the words
you see. As a word is flashed on aa card, find it in the
right row and draw a line through it."
Card with word on it held up for five seconds. Then word
crossed out on paper.
WORDS FLASH D TO 3E CROSSED OUT
SAMPLES A.
B.
denin
caper
PART I
1. embrace 9. falsify
2. rejoin 10. 1actio
5. jovial 11. oblivioue
4. plenary 12. generic
5. marque 15. nautical
6. elicit 14. idolize
7. angular 15. renegade
8. feieMpt
m

FORM A TEST V
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VISUAL DBSCRIiflJIATI IT TS3T
PART I
EIR"0TI US "This in a teat to find out how well you recognize tlie words
you see* Aa a word la flashed on a card, find it In the
right row and draw &1 lino through it*
*
SAMPLE A.
SAMPLE 3,
1* denim 2. demure % denial 4. despoil % desire
1* captor 2* caper % cipher 4* copper % cropper
mu.
l* embargo
2. reject
% jangle
4* pleurley
5. marque
6. elusive
7. angrily
8. rescind
9. fallacy
10* lacerate
11. oblivion
12. genectic
15. nautilus
14. idolatry
X% renegado
embroil embrace embark emboss
regent rejoice rejoin requite
jargon jocund jovial joiner
plantiff plantain planetary plenary
marital mastiff matrix marquis
ellpae elicit elective elixir
angular agaric angler agrarian
reecript resonant restiot resonance
falttfy faeity falconry fatality
laconic lacquer lacteal lactic
obsidian oblivious officious officiate
generic geometric gastric galvanic
naughty neurotic nauseate nautical
Idealise idolise idolater idiotic
revenate regulate renggode reprobate
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visua.:. digorii-'ii;ati i» test
PAST II
DIRECTIONS "Part II is done differently. This time look at the card as
it is flashed but do not draw a line until you are told to
do so. Be sure to look away from the test paper while you
wait for the directiort to write*
*
Card with word held up for five seconds. Pupils look away
for five seconds then told to write.
WORDS FLASHED TO BE CROSSED OUT
SAMPLES A. beadle
B. caviar
1. batten 9. palate
2. vaporize 10. mandolin
5. incisitn 11. obligate
4. malaria 12. Incisive
5. bribery 1% cartilage
6
.
vacant 14. habitat
7. extension 15. fanciful
8 , dermis
V .
••
. . .
.
.
.
,
#
.
.
.
,
...
M
*
*
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FORM A TES* V
PARTI
I
DIRECTIONS
VISUAL DISCRI i HKTIO O TEST
"Part II is dona differently* This time look at the card aa
it ia fla8hed but do not draw a line through the word until
you are told to do so* 3e sure to look away from the teat
paper while you wait for the directions to write*
"
PART II
SAMPLE A* 1* beaker 2* beadle % beagle 4. bearer 5*
SAMPLE B* 1* cauatic 2* caater 5* oauous 4. caviar 6.
-666
PART II
1 .
2*
5 .
4.
5.
6
.
7.
8.
9.
10 *
Mr
12.
15.
14.
15.
batten banter baton bitem beacon
variation vaporize variance vaporous variable
income increase incite incision ins ence
malice malaria malign malady malarial
brevity brewery burglary bribery botany
vaccine vacillate vaccinate vacate vacant
extension extinction expulsion extortion extraction
denim denizen dermis dervish devious
palate palette palatial palaver palliate
mandible madarin mandrake mandolin
obliging obligate oblique obligation
incisor inclusion inclusive incisive
cartilage carbine carbonic carbunole
habitable habitat halibut habiliment
mandate
oblation
inclose
cartide
habituate
fanaticism fanatical fanasticaj fanciful fascination
better
centaur
—
..
'
"
.
*
-
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FORM A TEST V
VISUAL SSSCRIigSATION TEST
PART III
DIRECTIONS
WORDS TO BE
"This time a word will be flashed on a card* You are to
write it from memory* Remember do not write until you are
told to do so. * (5sec. pause)
“Turn your papers over and on the left hand side number
from one to fifteen* Write each word as you are told to
do so beside its number* B
FLASHED AiiL1 TIZEI? WRITTEN
1* flagon 9. barrage
2. tannic 10. vibrant
5. helium IX. corduroy
4. doublet 12. demolish
5. affable 15. filigree
6. lyrical 14* temerity
7. quartet 15. dramatist
8. ebellac
>
..
.
.
.
.
.
*
*
'
.
* *
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•
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FORM A TEST VI
PART I
DIRECTIONS
AUDITORY DISORIMinATIO;! TEST
"Each box in each row below stands for a word# Listen
earefully# The word that belongs with each box is
pronounced for you* One word contains the sound of some
particular letter or letters# The teacher will tell you
what the sour4 is* When you hear it make a cross in the
right box."
"Look at sample A on your paper# Do you see the four
boxes near A and B? Each box stands for * word. Move your
finger along as I say the word* that go with the sample#
Listen for a word that has the sound of th "w" as in want in it# 2
SAMPLE A . 1# patch 2# catch 5* w%toh 4# snatch
"Which word has the sound of "w" in it? What is the number
of the box? Yea§, box No# 5* Make a cross in the box like
this." (Demonstrate at board#)
"Now point to sample 3# Move your finger along as I say the
words# Listen for aa word that has the sound of the letters
"rk" as in park in it# Make a crosss in the box that
stands for the word#"
SAMPLE B . 1# margin 2# market 5* merchant 4# mariner
"How many put & cross in box No# 2?" That is right# Do
you understand what you are to do? Ready. Listen
carefully# Pfcint to row No* 1# Make a cross in the box
that stands for a word that contains i (Repeat phrase each time)
''
• / .
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X.
2.
5 .
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10 .
11 .
12.
the letter "p" as In apex
1. elect 2. erect % erupt 4. effect
the leSters "sp* as in spend
1. wisp 2. jfarp 5. waist 4. wept
the letter *w" asin wind
e
1. beneath 2. bewitoh 5. believe 4
the letters "rk* as in park
1. charge 2. cherish % shafk 4.
the letters 4ua in walk •
1. rock 2. risk 5* salt 4. talk
the letters "nt" as in went
1. clarinet 2. coronet 5* claimant
the letters nwh n ae in which
1. wrestle 2. wrestler 5» warship 4.
the letters 'W1 as in dust
1. ewitoh 2. stitoh % snatch 4.
the letters "ty" as in twenty
1. advisory 2. analogy 5. assembly
the letters "fr" as in frank
1. fraction 2. action 5» tractor
the letters "tv* as in twelve
1. entangle 2. eatirgly 5. entitle
the letters "h" as in hold
• besiege
sharp
4* climate
whistler
clinch
4. ability
4. traction
4. entwine
1. vilify 2. purify simplify 4. horrify
u
15. the letters cl" as in cloud
1. selvage 2. cleavage ensilage 4. broerage
4
14. the letters b" as in bitter
1. illuminate 2. electorate 5* fluctate 4. arbitrate
c<
179
15.
16 ,
1$,
18.
19 .
the let ere "pi" osi In temple
1. separately 2. completely 5* absolutely 4. positively
„
•»
the letter q as in queer
1. antedate 2, consolidate 5* liqudate 4, populate
the letters "trS as in try
1, patient 2, pathway 5. patience 4, patrol
the letters rtsw i! as in sweet
1, sweepef 2. reaper % neeper 4. welter
the let er " j" ac in justice
1 .
20. the lett
1 .
adapt
era "am" as
smelter
2. adjust
in saart
2. welter
5. adrift
5. welfare
4. afield
4. wekin
#

FORM A TEST VI
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PART II
DIRECTIONS
AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION TBBT
"Now turn your paper over and male the number8S from
one to twenty in a row on the left side of your paper.
Leave enough space between the numbers so that yu can
write the words I shall pronounce without crowding them.
You may not know all the words that I ehali say but spell
tnem just the way you think they sound. Do your best, *
1* radium 11. distend
2. limber 12. kinship
5. revert 15. torpedo
4. garnet 14. bigoted
5. domino 15. tabulate
6• pedent 16. adamant
7. akimbo 17. magnolia
8. bivalve 18. intermit
9. tendril 19. verbiage
10. paradox 20/ beverage
*
..
,
.
.
*
.
4 ,
.
.
. \
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aTAfflK JJJimJii&L-i. 1-1
SAMPLE A
^ AMPBB
PART l
PART II (on revere®)
/
FORM B TEST I
SPELLING ACHIEVEMENT T .ST
Third Grade start8 here
m
l. sun The eun shines. sun
2. all The girls did all the work. all
5 . lay The book lav on the desk. lay
4. hair Comb your hair. hair
5. blue It was a blue dress. blue
6. feet He is six feet tall/ feet
7. week He read the book this week. week
8
. night Stars shine at night. night
9 . ride Did you have a ride? ride
10 . mine These crayons are mine. mine
11 . kill The hunter may kill the animal. till
#CMrH there It rained while we were there. there
15 . fly The bird can fly. fly
14
.
coining He is coming un the street. coming
15. thought I thought of the answer. thought
16. suit Frank has a new suit. suit
17. ties The boy ties his ehoe strings. ties
18. easy The lesson is easy. easy
19 . meet I will meet you here. meet
00 . write Write carefully. write
•HCM driving He was driving the car. driving
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22. whole We saw the whole picture. whole
25. moving The car was moving. moving
24. bought He bought a house. bought
•5. speak Did the girl speak to you? speak
26. yours The letter is yours. Jrours
27. ground Snow covered the ground. ground
28. dropped She dropped the box. dropped
29. sew You must sew a fine seam. sew
50. climb Climb up the ladder. climb
51. mail The package cane by mail. mail
52. nickel He put a niokel in the elot. nickel
55. quick He is quick on his feet. quick
54. wrong The answer is wrong. wrong
55. pennies Save your pennies. pennies
56. laughed He laughed at the picture. laughed
57. writing He is writing with ink. writing
58. weigh Sejrgisuch do you weigh? weigh
59. quiet The children were auiet. quiet
40. listen Will you please listen? listen
41. people Many people were there. people
42. forgetting She was afraid of forgetting
the poem.
forgetting
45. note She sent a note to the teacher. note
44. seems His work seems satisfactory. seems% sense The judge used good sense. sense
46. expect We expect our friend will be late. expect
47. ladies Refreshments were served by the ladies. ladies
,.
.
,
.
*
.
.
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48. waste Do not waste your time. waste
49- through He walked through the woods. through
50. ironing Mother was ironing. Ironing
51. baking The cgke is baking. baking
.
CVJ
lf\
receive You Td.ll receive the letter. receive
55. living They are living in the citv. living
54. ranch It was a cattle ranch. ranch
55. interest The story will interest you. interest
56. beginning The rain was beginning to fall. beginning
Third Grade stops here
For tests above the third grade
Nichols, Augusta
level see
The Construction and Use of Group Teste for
Analysis of Spel ling Idifficulties^ Unpublished
Doctor* s Dissertation, Boston University, 1947.

FORM B TESi III
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ord meaning te t
DIRECTIONS "Several words in each row on your paper are related in some
way. Draw k line through the related words as you are
directed.
*
"Draw a line through each word that —
(Repeat the above phrase with each group of words below*')
SAMPLE I. is the name of a flower.
SAMPLE II. is the name of someth ng made of wood.
1* is the name of something to eat.
2. names a part, of the body.
5. is the name of an article of clothing.
4. is the name of an animal.
5* names a part of a house.
6. is the name of a building where people live.
7. is the name of something usually found in the kitchen.
8. is the name of a place where people work.
9. Is the name of a worker.
10. is the na^e of something that has a sweet taste.
11. means a part of the body.
12. is a color.
means small in size.
14. means a loud noise.
15« means a length of time.
16. is the name of something sharp.
17. meand motion or action.
18. is the name of a weapon.

19.
20 .
21 .
^22 .
25 .
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
is a measure of length or distance,
means the ground or a portion of the earth* s sun ace.
is the name of apice of furniture,,
is the name of a kind of cloth,
means a message,
means a covering.
means joyous or happy,
means courage.
means truth or honesty.
*
means pra.’ 3e or commendation,
is the name of a boat.29.
50 . is the name of a person who takes thinge that belong to others.

FORM B TEST III
WORD BAMI’.jG TEST
SAMPLE I, rise rafter daisy ration violet
SAMPLE II. gay chair gone board knock door pencil
1. apples array tomatoes biscuits obivious vegetables
2. eye ford ankle essential shbulder ligament
5. dress gloves luxury collar edition kimona
4. sheaf mouse goat sliver rabbit elephant
5. room floor valise window laundry ceiling
0. home hotel cabin cfcttage castle plastic
7. pen knfell broom quartet pitcher canister
8. store antics bank alpaca hospital drugstore
9. keel cook farmer fracas chiropractor architect
10. jiffy syrup cookies parole pudding saccharin
n. some patch irony crumb forceps fraction
12. rose brown baton mauve lavender radiation
15. bit terse tiny wee microscope spectacular
14. shot shout studio tinker thunder explosion
15. day dike month second decade fortnight
16. pin nail niche knife hatchet scissors
17. run march veneef stadium proceed meander
18. club rifle dagger buzzard bayonet chandelier
19. rod yard tunic meter bazaar kilometer
20. land lurch soil squeal country paomontory
chest belfry buffet secretary21 desk table
41 - * '
*
* * i
22. oap case caustic awing coverlet chamois
25. word report shellac despatch strategy cablegram
24. lye eilk linen collie chambray worsted
25. veranda delight pleaeure barecuei felicity gratification
25. bravery vetamin valor referee resolution intrepidity
27. knave honor verity
\
sinoeraty integrity iridescent
23. lout laud applause compliment palpitate congratulation
29. skiff barge comet canoe vessel vulcanize
50. orchad piratei outlaw burg! orr naphtha pick-pocket
.(p cr
*
.
*
.
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PART I
DIRECTIONS
VISUAL DISCRIMINATION TEST
"This is a teat to find out how well you recognize words
you see. As a word is flashed on a card, find it in
the right row and draw a line through it.*
Card with the word held up for five seconds. Then
word crossed out orin paper.
WORDS FLASHED TO BE CROSSED OUT
SAMPLES A. impolite
B. majority
PART I
1. tonic
2. imperial
% gondolie#
4. citadel
5. harborage
6• sapient
7* tabulate
8. barony
9. harmonic
10. magistracy
11. desscrate
12. identify
15 * tenancy
14, oonstrict
15* obdurate

?FORM B TEST %
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VISUAL SISCRIML:ATI"N TEST
PART II
1 .
1. toscin
2. imperial
5. gondolier
4. oirque
5. hangar
6
.
sapience
7. tableau
8, barium
9. harmonic
10. magisterial
11. dislocate
12. identity
15. tannery
14. oonstwict
15. obligate
SAMPLE A 1* import 2. implant % impolite 4* implore
5* inpolit r 0
• .
SAMPLE B 1. mqjor 2. majority 5* majestic 4* majesty
5» majestical
tonic tannic toxic toxin
impinge impiety impetus imperial
glandular globular gondola gladiator
citadel citation
harangue herbage
sceptic sapient
tabulate tabouret
baronage barrage
hermetlaal harmonize
magnetize magical
citizen civilian
harborage harbringer
scathe sapless
tabulation tabular
babonical barony
hermitage heroical
magistracy magnifies!
deseorate domesticate desiccate delineate
identical identify idealist idealize
tenancy tangent tenantry tenacity
constraint constrictive constriction constrain
obduracy oblisk obsolete obdurate
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PART II
DIRECTIONS
VISUAL DISCRIMINATION TEST
"Part II is done differently. This time look at the
card as it is flashed but do not draw a line through
the word until you are told to do so. Be sure to look
away from the test paper while you wait for the directions
to write.
*
Card held up for five seconds. Pupils look away for
five seconds, then told to write.
WOR: S FLASHED TO BE CROSSED OUT
SAMPLES A, ABDUCT
B. decipher
PART II
#>
1. warren 11. barrister
2. pastern CMH regimen
5. cjiput generality
4. vigilant 14. tangible
5. cruiser 15. hemetical
6. transute
7. fabulous
6. schismatic
9
10
dialectic
nectarine
..
<V
(
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PART I
SAMPLE A
SAMPLE B
VISUAL DISCRIMINATION TEST
1. abrogate 2* abduct % abdicate 4. actuate 5,
1. deceiver decanter defender 4. decipher
% debater
1* wamer warrant warren winnow wicket
2« penal pecan pastel pastern pelican
% caption captious eapusle captoe caput
4. villainy villainous vigilance vigilant virulent
5, cruet cruise cruiser crucial crucible
6* transmute transmitter trimeter trimmer triumvir
7* fabricate fabulous fabrication facilitate foretaste
3* schemer seism scismatic scenario scimitar
9m dialectic dielectric dietetic diabolic didactic
1*0. nectar nebula nebulous nitrous nectarine
11* barrette barrow barracks barrister baroness
12. regim
e
barrow barracks barrister baroness
1% generalize generic genera generality generative
l4# tangible timbrel tangerine tamarind tambourine
15* hermitage hermetical heroical heretical herculean
adulterate
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PART III
DIRECTIONS
VISUAL DISCRIMINATION TOOT
"This time a word will be flashed on a card. You are to
write it from memory, Remember do not writw until you
ar$ told to do so, 11 (5 seconds pause before writing)
"Turn your paper over and on the left hand side number
from one to flf-teen • Write each word as you are told
to do so beside its number,
*
WORDS FLASHED TO BI . WRITTEN
1, knelt
2, girder
5, studio
4, escort
5, adeerb
6, lintel
7» radium
8, verdant
9* deflect
10, hexagon
11, brazier
12, fallacy
1J, navigate
14, ferocity
15. terminus

FORM B TEST VI 194
AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION TEST
PART I
1 .
2.
4
.
DIRECTIONS “Look ftt Sample A on your paper. Do you see the four boxes
near A andB? Each box stands for a word. Move your finger
along as I say the words that go with Sample A. Listen
for a word that has the sound of the "w" in went in it."
SAMPLE A 1. patch 2. catch watch 4. snatch
"Which word had the sound o "w " in it? What is the number
e
of the box that stood for the word? Yes, box No. 5*
Make a cross in the box like this, (Demonsrtrte at the board.)
"Now point to 3au5>le B. Move your finger along as I say
the words. Listen for a word that has the sound of the
letters "rk" as in park in it. Make' a cross in the box
that stands for that word."
SAMPLE B 1. margin 2. market % merchant 4. mariner
"How many put a cross in box No. 2? That is right. Do you
understand what you are to do? Ready. Listen carefully.
Point to row No* 1. 1-Cake a cross In the box that stance fot a word
that contains
i
the letters "tr as in tree
1. believe 2. retrieve % deceive 4. perceive
the letters "nk" as in thank
1. crane 2. crank crock 4. creek
the letters "1" as in gruel
1* furnace 2. farmer 5* formal 4. former
the letters "gr" as in great
1* peaceful 2. harmful painful 4. graceful
the letter "g" as in rang
1. oblong 2. oblique 5* obscure 4. observe
•.
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AUDI" ORY IJlGORI?aKATI-'?N THCT
PART II
DIRECTIONS ^Now tim your paper over and make the numbera from one to
4^ ) twenty in a row at the left side of your paper* Leave enough
space between the numbers so that you can write the words
I ahall say without crowding them* I0u may hhtnknow all
the words I shall give you but spell thorn just as you think
they sound* Do your best. rt
1* kodak 11. parapet
2. baton 12* segment
5. tannin 1% liniaant
4. rodent 14. impotent
5* dormer 15. starling
6. impel 16. bigoted
7. bodkin 17. pretender
8. turbid 18. mandolin
9* minaret 19. meander
10. distort 20. bobbin

6. the letter "u" asin use
1 # generalize 2. analyze 5* utilize 4« sterilize
the letter *f " as in often
1* decide 2* defend 5* demand 4, descend
8« the letters ''br" as in broko
1. allies 2« allied 5* aloud 4. abroad
9* the letters "sm" as in small
1. crash 2. splash % g&aa2k 4* smash
10, the letters ntw s as in twice
1« bewail 2* beware 5* between 4» betray
11. the letter *s n as in news
1* nightly 2# nimble % nimbus 4* ninety
12# the lettered* as in friend
1* bandij 2* banish 5* bayonet 4* blanket
15 • the letters Bsku as in ask
1* barber 2, beacon 5» bapfartt 4# biscuit
14. the letter rtm" as in dome
1* delegate 2. dominate 5* exasperate 4. generate
15* the letters "Ik 3 as in sulk
1* block 2# book 5* blank 4* bulk
16* the letters "cl” as in climb
1* cuticle 2. culpable 5» clinical 4, comical
17. the letters "sw 3 as in swing
1* feather 2. sweater 5* rather 4. hither
18* the letters "nt 3 as in vrent
1* principal 2. presence 5* present 4* princess
lp. the letters "fl n as in float
1. fluster 2* fasten 5* foster 4, festive
20* the letters "dr” as in drum
**v?
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AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION TEST
SAMPLE A
SAMPLE B



